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Abstract

Monitoring the spatial-temporal variation of surface moisture content in highway soil embankment/dam has a practical implication for earth embankment/dam safety. The knowledge of soil moisture content on the surface of earth embankment/dams can help engineers monitor the dynamic evolvement of slope stability due to the adverse effect of excessive moisture and seepage, thus evaluating the risk of stability failure. Nevertheless, traditional inspections on the ground by trained engineers and technicians are laborious, time consuming, and costly. Recent advancements in commercial remote sensing technologies (microwave, thermal infrared, and optical), however, provide opportunities to obtain precise measurements of displacements as well as surface moisture conditions from soil embankments/dams in a cost-effective manner.

This research has explored the capabilities of drone-mounted remote sensing sensors for soil moisture detection on embankment/dam soils. Two specific remote sensors were evaluated in this study: FLIR Vue Pro R, a radiometric thermal camera, and MicaSense RedEdge, a multispectral camera for precision agriculture. They were evaluated both in laboratory and field settings on embankment/dam soils for their accuracy, repeatability, and dependability. The laboratory tests showed that the decreasing trend of measured apparent temperature is obvious when the moisture content is low. After that, the relationship curve flattens out. Meanwhile, the field results showed that the drier the soil, the higher the measured apparent temperature. The correlation between the soil moisture content and apparent temperature reading from the thermal camera is very complicated and only has a relative value for comparison purpose when the ambient environment is not considered. For the multispectral camera, the drier the soil, the higher the pixel values for all five bands. No clear trend was observed between Normalized Difference Vegetation Index (NDVI)/Green Normalized Difference Vegetation Index (GNDVI) and soil moisture. The index combining land surface temperature and vegetation within the NDVI/Land Surface Temperature (LST) space showed promising results in this study. The findings of this study prove that the thermal camera is capable of distinguishing different moisture zones and therefore a promising tool for rapid mapping of earth embankment and dam slope surface moisture conditions for potential stability risk to supplement traditional ground inspections.
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Implementation Statement

The results of this study demonstrate the capability of the drone-mounted thermal camera to qualitatively distinguish different moisture zones, which can help identify potential problematic locations in an earth embankment or dam, based on the following facts:

1. Thermal image contrast (i.e., relative differences in surface temperature), instead of actual land surface temperature, is more critical. In other words, as long as there was moisture contrast, the image should be sufficient for detecting areas with abnormal soil moisture conditions.

2. At short range, the uncertainty in the measurement due to the atmospheric absorption and its emission is minimum.

3. The drone-mounted thermal camera acquires images in a relatively short time for each flight with a consistent environmental condition. In other words, even if there is environmental influence, the influence from the environment should be nearly the same across the images in each pixel.

The authors of this report therefore recommend that DOTD start to adopt drone-based infrared thermography technology in highway embankment and dam inspections. It will benefit DOTD with a number of advantages, including rapid mapping of earth embankment or dam slope surface moisture conditions without any left out location/area due to difficult-to-reach; fast processing all the collected data using computers to identify the potential problematic locations before any field failure occurs; and developing a system-wide warning system for DOTD.
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**Introduction**

Louisiana highway embankments were sometimes built with high plasticity soils due to historical reasons. Over time, some embankments have experienced surface sliding failures, resulting in safety issues and causing traffic disruptions. Since no warning system is available for this type of failure, the Louisiana Department of Transportation and Development (DOTD) can only respond to them after the fact with costly remediation. The reason for lacking a proactive highway embankment maintenance, management, and warning system is that the embankment system is extensive and assessing their condition using traditional site inspections by trained engineers and technicians is laborious, time-consuming, and costly.

Field observations have indicated that typical highway embankment failures encountered in Louisiana are related to the change of moisture content in embankment soils with high plasticity indices [1]. Usually, the sliding zone of a slope failure has much higher moisture contents than the adjacent intact zones. The extra moisture was not from the inner core of the embankment, but from surface intrusion outside of the embankment, most likely from the top portion of the slope of the embankment. The channels for this moisture intrusion can be shrinkage cracks formed at the slope surface in the dry seasons. Figure 1 shows an example of such cracks occurring along the slope of a highway embankment.
A shallow surface failure usually involves three phases: shrinkage crack formation in the slope during dry seasons; infiltration of water into soil mass through cracks or fissures in subsequent wet seasons; and deterioration of shear strength of clayey soils to the extent that the shear forces within a slope cannot be adequately resisted, all of which contribute to a localized slope failure. How surface water infiltrates deep into a cohesive slope can be explained as follows. Newly built embankments should not have any cracks or fissures existing in the slope surfaces. When clayey soils with a high shrinkage/swell potential are exposed to dry and wet weather cycles, they will shrink and expand accordingly. This shrinking and expanding cycle causes fissures and cracks to develop in the slope surface, allowing surface water to enter, become trapped, and saturate the soils. As the cycle repeats, the fissures and cracks become wider and deeper until a slope failure takes place. During a prolonged wet season with a great deal of precipitation, the surface water will not only be trapped in these fissures and cracks, but also have enough time to soak the soil adjacent to these fissures and cracks. As the degree of soil saturation increases, their shear strength will dramatically decrease due to the interaction between the water and clay particles. As such, soils in slopes will lose their initial shear strength established during soil compaction at its optimum moisture content. This is the reason why most slope surface failures occur when its soils become totally saturated [2] [3].

It is worthwhile to point out that this kind of soil weakening process in an earth embankment is, based on field observation, very difficult (if not impossible) to predict. One such example is the

---

Figure 1. Cracks due to shrinkage of clayey soils along the side of highway embankment
two slope failures that occurred at the intersection of interstate I-10 and Bluebonnet in Baton Rouge, Louisiana, as shown in Figure 2. The first slope slid in the year 2000 after serving approximately 20 years, but the second one occurred in about year 2020, approximately 20 years apart. Since these two slopes were built at the same location and with same material at the same time, it can be assumed that this kind of surface sliding is a random event. Therefore, the field observation of embankment soil surface moisture conditions becomes very important for evaluating their stability. Since the soils in a slope, before sliding, need to store enough moisture with a sustainable period of time, both of them together can be a good indicator of slope surface stability. Figure 3 shows an example of soil moisture storage in the central Louisiana. Soil moisture storage refers to the amount of water held in the soil at any particular time.

Figure 2. Slope failures at I-10 @ Bluebonnet

Figure 3. Example of soil moisture storage (6 in. capacity) [4]
Literature Review

It is well known that soil water content plays a vital role in various fields, such as civil engineering, hydrology, soil science, agriculture, meteorology, etc. Measuring soil moisture through remote sensing technology has been studied since 1970s [5] [6] [7] [8], mostly using the satellite as platform. Electromagnetic radiation emitted and reflected by the soil surface are two vital measurements when remote sensing technology is used. In recent years, research on using remote sensing techniques in detecting of soil moisture has made great progress [9]. Based on the spectrum range, remote sensing techniques that are mostly researched for surface soil moisture detection, are microwave remote sensing, thermal infrared remote sensing, and optical remote sensing.

Microwave Remote Sensing

The microwave region of the spectrum has a wavelength ranging from 1 mm to 1 m in wavelength, which corresponds to frequency from 300 GHz to 300 MHz. It is more common to refer to microwave in terms of frequency rather than wavelength. This range has been divided into several bands, each represented by a letter, as shown in Table 1 [10]. Microwave radiation can penetrate clouds, rain, and dust as the longer wavelengths are not susceptible to atmospheric scattering which affects shorter optical wavelengths. This property allows detection of microwave energy day and night in all weather conditions. Microwave remote sensing has been used for surface soil moisture detection since 1970s [5] [7] [8]. Microwave remote sensing includes both active and passive forms of remote sensing.

Passive microwave remote sensing uses the same principle as thermal infrared remote sensing. All objects emit microwave energy but much weaker than thermal infrared energy. Thus, a passive microwave sensor (radiometer or scanner), requires large field of view and wide bands to detect enough energy to record a signal. As such, passive microwave data has the characteristic of high temporal resolution and low spatial resolution. The emitted microwave energy is related to the temperature and emissivity of soil. The emissivity of soil depends on its dielectric constant, which is found to be strongly dependent on soil moisture content. The intensity of the emitted microwave energy is generally characterized by brightness temperature, the temperature of a blackbody that would emit the same amount of radiation as a grey body object.

Active microwave remote sensing provides its own source of microwave radiation to illuminate the soil and then detects the part that is backscattered by the soil. The intensity of the backscattered signal allows one to discriminate between different targets, while the two-way
travel time for the signal (transmission to reception) is used to determine the distance to the target. The moisture dependent dielectric constant of soil has a significant effect on the intensity of backscattered signal, which is characterized by backscattering coefficient.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Letter Designation</th>
<th>Frequency Range</th>
<th>Wavelength</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>UHF</td>
<td>300–1000 MHz</td>
<td>30 cm to 100 cm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L band</td>
<td>1 to 2 GHz</td>
<td>15 cm to 30 cm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S band</td>
<td>2 to 4 GHz</td>
<td>7.5 cm to 15 cm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C band</td>
<td>4 to 8 GHz</td>
<td>3.75 cm to 7.5 cm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X band</td>
<td>8 to 12 GHz</td>
<td>25 mm to 37.5 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ku band</td>
<td>12 to 18 GHz</td>
<td>16.7 mm to 25 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K band</td>
<td>18 to 27 GHz</td>
<td>11.1 mm to 16.7 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ka band</td>
<td>27 GHz to 40 GHz</td>
<td>5.0 mm to 11.1 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q band</td>
<td>33 to 50 GHz</td>
<td>6.0 mm to 9.0 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U band</td>
<td>40 to 60 GHz</td>
<td>5.0 mm to 7.5 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V band</td>
<td>50 to 75 GHz</td>
<td>4.0 mm to 6.0 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W band</td>
<td>75 to 110 GHz</td>
<td>2.7 mm to 4.0 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mm band</td>
<td>110 to 300 GHz</td>
<td>1 mm to 2.7 mm</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Experimental and theoretical studies have been conducted to evaluate the effectiveness of various microwave frequency bands on soil moisture detection [11] [12] [13]. Low frequency (like the L band) is found to be more suitable for soil moisture detection because higher frequency microwave is very sensitive to vegetation and soil surface roughness [14] [15]. Microwave radiometry at 1.4GHz has been proved to be one of the most promising passive remote sensing techniques for retrieving soil moisture [16]. Different approaches have been developed to retrieve soil moisture from microwave data, such as empirical methods, semi-empirical methods, change detection methods, discrete scattering models, etc. [17]. The soil moisture, calculated through a microwave scattering model, mainly include Michigan Microwave Canopy Scattering model (MIMICS) used in vegetated areas and integral equation model (IEM), small perturbation model (SPM), physical optic model (POM), and geometrical optical model (GOM) in bare soil [18]. These models require a considerable amount of input parameters.

In general, passive microwave remote sensing is not suitable for accurate soil moisture detection in small regions due to its low spatial resolution; active microwave remote sensing is not suitable
for continuous soil moisture monitoring in a large scale due to its low temporal resolution [18]. In addition, the emissivity and backscattering coefficient of soil are sensitive to a lot of factors other than the soil moisture, such as the kind of land cover, surface roughness, soil texture, temperature, and so on [17] [19] [20]. This makes quantitative and accurate interpretation of the radiometric signal registered by the sensor very difficult.

Recently, combining the information obtained from multiple sources in the retrieval process, e.g., the synergistic use of active and passive microwave data, gained a lot of interest from researchers [17]. This is usually done by extracting information on roughness and vegetation properties from the active microwave data and then using this information to support the soil moisture retrieval from the passive microwave data [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27].

**Thermal Infrared Remote Sensing**

The infrared region of the spectrum has a wavelength ranging from 700 nm to 1 mm in wavelength, which corresponds to frequency from 430 THz to 300 GHz. It is more common to refer to infrared in terms of wavelength rather than frequency. There are three main wavelength bands in infrared: shortwave infrared (SWIR) band (1.0-3.0 µm), mid-wave infrared (MWIR) band (3.0-5.0 µm), and long-wave infrared (LWIR) band (8-14 µm). The SWIR band utilizes reflected light and produces images identical to a black and white photo. The remote sensing using the SWIR, therefore, is generally categorized as optical remote sensing. The MWIR and LWIR bands actually provide thermographic images without an external light source and are often referred to as thermal infrared. The MWIR imaging has better contrast than LWIR imaging and provides more accurate details but less accurate temperature detection than LWIR imaging.

All objects with a temperature above absolute zero emit electromagnetic energy at all wavelength, as shown in Figure 4. The peak of the radiation spectrum for earth temperature objects falls in LWIR band, as shown in Figure 5.
Thermal infrared remote sensing has been used for surface soil moisture monitoring, mainly including the thermal inertia based method [28] and surface temperature based index method (e.g. crop water stress index (CWSI) [29]).

Thermal inertia ($P$) is defined as the square root of the product of soil thermal conductivity ($\lambda_s$), and volumetric heat capacity ($C_v$), i.e., $P = \sqrt{\lambda_s C_v}$. It measures the tendency of soil to resist change in temperature. Both soil thermal conductivity and volumetric heat capacity increase with the increase of soil moisture. Therefore, the higher the soil moisture content, the higher the
thermal inertia. In other words, soil with higher moisture content exhibits a lower diurnal temperature fluctuations.

The thermal inertia has been studied for soil moisture detection mostly by remote sensing researchers using the satellite data [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] [35]. In general, the thermal inertia-based methods for soil moisture estimation exploit the relationship between soil thermal inertial and the diurnal soil surface temperature variations [36]. The studies of thermal inertia based methods for estimating soil moisture in the literature can be grouped into four categories by relating the soil moisture to (1) the diurnal surface temperature amplitude directly [36], (2) the surface temperature gradient [37], (3) the thermal inertial retrieved from surface heat balance model with satellite thermal-infrared-based land surface temperature [38], (4) the apparent thermal inertial \( ATI = (1 - \alpha) / \Delta T \), where \( \alpha \) is the surface albedo and \( \Delta T \) is the diurnal surface temperature amplitude [39] [40]. Matsushima [28] conducted a comprehensive review of methods for estimating soil moisture using thermal inertia. He concluded that the thermal inertia based approach would be competitive with the assimilation method, which combines microwave soil moisture and satellite data from other spectral bands.

Since thermal inertia based methods are based on temperature changes, multiple soil surface temperature measurements over the diurnal course (i.e., temperature measurements in both daytime and nighttime) are required. The thermal inertia-based methods for soil moisture estimation have been based on passive radiometry measurements, of which the quantitative and accurate interpretation is very difficult. This method has spatial resolution of kilometers. The precision and accuracy of thermal inertia based methods are affected by the sky conditions, especially clouds and vegetation. Most of application of this method is not to rigorously determine the soil moisture content but instead to distinguish moisture deficient areas and thus aiding in irrigation and water management practice. Therefore, spatial soil moisture contrasts and temporal soil moisture changes (i.e., relative differences in soil moisture content), instead of actual soil moisture content, are more relevant in those research studies.

Surface temperature based index method can be based on the ratio of the actual evapotranspiration and potential evapotranspiration (e.g., CWSI) or the vegetation index/temperature trapezoid (VIT).

The crop water stress index (CWSI) was proposed by Jackson et al. [29] according to physiological functions of the plant and the principle of vegetation canopy energy balance and defined as:
where, \((T_c - T_a)\) is the difference between measured canopy and air temperature, \((T_c - T_a)_{\text{min}}\) and \((T_c - T_a)_{\text{max}}\) are the theoretical upper and lower limits of \((T_c - T_a)\). It is, however, difficult to measure the canopy temperature of partially vegetated fields.

Due to the limitations of CWSI, Moran et al. [41] proposed water deficit index (WDI), which combines the vegetation index with surface-air temperature difference to form a VIT Trapezoid, as shown in Figure 6. The WDI is defined as the ratio of AC/AB in the figure as:

\[
WDI = \frac{AC}{AB} = \frac{(T_c - T_a)_{\text{min}}}{(T_c - T_a)_{\text{max}} - (T_c - T_a)_{\text{min}}}
\]

Both CWSI and WDI range from 0 to 1, with 0 indicating no water stress and 1 indicating maximum water stress.

Temperature vegetation dryness index (TVDI) was proposed by Sandholt et al. [43] based on the concept that the land surface temperature responds slowly to changes in the soil moisture content when the vegetation coverage increases. TVDI combines the vegetation index with land surface temperature to form a Vegetation Index/Temperature (VIT) Triangle/Trapezoid, as shown in Figure 7. The TVDI is defined as:
\[ TVDI = \frac{A}{B} = \frac{T_\text{e} - T_{\text{sm}in}}{T_{\text{max}} - T_{\text{sm}in}} \]

[3]

As shown in Figure 7, TVDI ranges from 0 to 1. The higher the value of TVDI, the lower the soil moisture.

Figure 7. A Conceptual LST-NDVI triangle [44]

The temperature–vegetation index has been widely used as it considers the impact of surface soil, but the quantitative relationship between that and the true value of soil moisture is difficult to be determined; however, the method is suitable for large-scale areas.

The variation of emissivity with moisture content is mostly studied at microwave length, as the emissivity of soil is more sensitive to soil moisture in this spectral region [45]. Limited study has been done on variation of emissivity with soil moisture content in thermal infrared region [46] [47] [48] [49] [50] [51]. The first extensive study of variation of thermal infrared emissivity with moisture content was conducted by Mira et al. [45].

The study of the variation of infrared emissivity with soil moisture mainly aims at accurately estimating land surface temperature, which is an important parameter for net radiation budget and the surface energy balance. Though these studies have been important for understanding the influence of soil moisture content on emissivity, the effectiveness and applicability of using
emissivity to determine the moisture content quantitatively is an uncharted area, especially in engineering practice because the emissivity is affected by many other factors, such as roughness, soil types, etc. [52] [53].

**Optical Remote Sensing**

Optical remote sensing makes use of visible (380 nm to 750 nm), near infrared (NIR) (750 nm to 1.0 µm) and short-wave infrared (SWIR) (1.0 µm to 3.0 µm) sensors to detect the radiation reflected from the target surface. Figure 8 presents a typical spectral reflectance curve for a soil with different moisture contents, measured in the laboratory by Fabre et al. [54]. As shown in the figure, the reflectance values gradually decrease with the increase of the soil moisture and the decrease becomes less significant at high moisture levels. Patel [6] and Neema et al. [55], however, reported that the reflectance values first decreased with the increase of the soil moisture content and then increased after the soil moisture content exceeded a threshold value, which depended on soil types. Lobell and Asner [56] reported an exponential relationship between soil reflectance and degree of saturation. They also showed that reflectance approached horizontal asymptote at much lower moisture contents in the visible and NIR spectral regions than in the SWIR spectral region, i.e., longer wavelengths are better suited for soil with high moisture contents. Muller and Décamps [57] reported that the exponential relationship was valid for each soil but problematic when considering all soil together. This may be expected because soil reflectance is not just a function of moisture but is affected by many factors, such as soil type, amount of organic matter, particle size distribution, mineral composition, and color of soil elements [58]. Therefore, the single spectral analysis methods are difficult to apply for large-scale.

Figure 9 shows a typical spectral reflectance curve for a leaf with different moisture content measured [59]. As can be seen from the figure, water content also affects the reflectance of vegetation, mainly in NIR and SWIR bands. Gao et al. [18] proposed a method of estimating soil moisture in a vegetated area by constructing a two-dimensional space using red and NIR band reflectance. Direct surface soil reflectance was obtained by decomposition of mixture pixel reflectance. The empirical exponential relationship was then established between the surface soil reflectance and moisture content.
Various spectral indices that combine the reflectivity measurement with different spectral bands have been developed to for satellite-based high resolution remote-sensing soil moisture mapping.
These indices can be grouped into two categories: indices indirectly related to soil moisture and indices directly related to soil moisture.

Indirect soil moisture indices infer soil water content status through identifying vegetation cover condition [e.g., Normalized Difference Vegetation Index (NDVI), Green Normalized Difference Vegetation Index (GNDVI), Normalized Difference Water Index (NDWI), and Vegetation Condition Index (VCI)]. The water needed for vegetation growth is mainly absorbed from the soil. Vegetation condition is, therefore, a strong indicator of soil moisture condition, e.g., the insufficient soil moisture can cause vegetation failure. However, it should be pointed out that it is difficult to distinguish the effects of other environmental stress and adversities, e.g., diseases and pests [60].

Direct soil moisture indices have been proposed to estimate bare-soil moisture content directly [e.g., Water Index SOIL (WISOIL), Normalized Soil Moisture Index (NSMI), Normalized Index of N\textsubscript{SWIR} domain for Soil Moisture estimation from Linear correlation (NINSOL), and Normalized Index of N\textsubscript{SWIR} domain for Soil moisture content estimation from Nonlinear correlation (NINSON)] [54] [61] [62]. They are composed mainly of NIR and SWIR bands, which provide a higher saturated soil moisture than the visible bands. These indices have been validated by reflectance measurements in the laboratory by different researchers [54] [63]. The main drawback of these indices is the use of bands located in the water vapor absorption bands [54].

NDVI is computed as the difference between near-infrared (NIR) and red (RED) light reflected by the object as:

$$ NDVI = \frac{NIR - RED}{NIR + RED} \quad [4] $$

GNDVI is computed as the difference between near-infrared (NIR) and green (GREEN) light reflected by the object as:

$$ NDVI = \frac{NIR - GREEN}{NIR + GREEN} \quad [5] $$

The short-wave infrared (SWIR) band is sensitive to the water content of the plants; it is an important band for drought monitoring by remote sensing. The normalized difference water index (NDWI) proposed by Gao [64] is computed using the near infrared and SWIR reflectance as:

$$ NDWI = \frac{NIR - SWIR}{NIR + SWIR} \quad [6] $$
NDWI varies between -1 to +1, depending on the leaf water content but also on the vegetation type and cover. High values of NDWI indicate sufficient moisture content, while low NDWI values indicate water stress. NDWI has been widely used for drought monitoring. However, the method is not suitable for bare soil areas and sparsely vegetated areas [65].

The other variant of NDWI proposed by [66], which uses green and NIR bands, has been mainly used for water body mapping [67]. It is based on the fact that the reflectance of clear water is the highest in the green band, decreases with increasing wavelength, and reaches a value close to zero in the NIR band.

The vegetation condition index (VCI) proposed by Kogan [68] is expressed as NDVI anomaly relative to a specific climatology and computed as:

$$VCI = \frac{NDVI_{\text{max}} - NDVI}{NDVI_{\text{max}} - NDVI_{\text{min}}}$$  \[7\]

NDVI\text{max} and NDVI\text{min} are multiple year maximum and minimum NDVI for pixel with reference to a specific climatology.

WISOIL is computed using the SWIR reflectance at 1.45 µm and 1.3 µm as:

$$WISOIL = \frac{SWIR_{1.45 \mu m}}{SWIR_{1.3 \mu m}}$$  \[8\]

NSMI is computed using the SWIR reflectance at 1.8 µm and 2.119 µm as:

$$NSMI = \frac{SWIR_{1.8 \mu m} - SWIR_{2.119 \mu m}}{SWIR_{1.8 \mu m} + SWIR_{2.119 \mu m}}$$  \[9\]

NINSOL is computed using the SWIR reflectance at 2.076 µm and 2.23 µm as:

$$NINSOL = \frac{SWIR_{2.076 \mu m} - SWIR_{2.23 \mu m}}{SWIR_{2.076 \mu m} + SWIR_{2.23 \mu m}}$$  \[10\]

NINSON is computed using the SWIR reflectance at 2.122 µm and 2.23 µm as:

$$NINSON = \frac{SWIR_{2.122 \mu m} - SWIR_{2.23 \mu m}}{SWIR_{2.122 \mu m} + SWIR_{2.23 \mu m}}$$  \[11\]

Synergistic use of multi-type remote-sensing data to estimate soil moisture content has also gained a lot of interest from researchers, e.g., microwave and thermal infrared [69], microwave and optical [70], thermal infrared and optical [71], and microwave, thermal and optical [72].

In summary, studies on estimating soil moisture content using remote sensing technology are still in the qualitative stage, i.e., classify areas into a few levels of soil moisture (e.g., wet, middle,
dry) due to complex influence factors. The satellite sensor is generally used in those studies and has a resolution of kilometers. These issues challenge the applicability of remote sensing technology to engineering practice, which often requires very high spatial resolutions (cm to m) and quantification of moisture content. The advancement of remote sensing technology has now allowed sensors to be used in the laboratory or installed on drone platform, opening up the opportunity to apply this technology in engineering practice.
Objective

The objective of this research study was to evaluate the capability of drone-mounted remote sensors to estimate soil moisture and its spatiotemporal variability in embankment/dam, thus, assess the feasibility of using remote sensing technologies to evaluate the risk of slope failure of the embankments/dam.
Scope

Two drone cameras were evaluated in this study: FLIR Vue Pro R, a radiometric thermal camera, and MicaSense RedEdge, a multispectral camera for precision agriculture. Specifically, they were evaluated both in laboratory and field settings for their accuracy, repeatability, and reliability.

Laboratory testing was carried on an embankment soil to evaluate the sensitivity of the thermal camera on soil moisture under various conditions. The effect of camera mounting height and camera heating on thermal readings was also evaluated in the laboratory. Field testing was first conducted at the Pavement Research Facility (PRF) of the Louisiana Transportation Research Center (LTRC) to further test the capabilities and limitations of both thermal and multispectral cameras. The testing was focused on a soil embankment approximately 150 ft. long and 20 ft. high. The soil embankment slope was divided into different moisture zones by wetting them with a predetermined amount of water for each zone. The image data of the slope was captured by both the thermal and multispectral camera. A stand-alone geotagging module was also tested to automatically geotag the thermal images during the field testing at PRF.

Finally, the field data were collected at I-10 @ LA30 embankment site using both thermal camera and multispectral camera and at Iatt Lake Dam and Vernon Lake Dam using only the thermal camera.
Methodology

This research explores the capabilities of drone-mounted remote sensing sensors for soil moisture detection on embankment soils for their accuracy, repeatability, and reliability. Two drone cameras are evaluated in this study: FLIR Vue Pro R, a radiometric thermal camera, and MicaSense RedEdge, a multispectral camera for precision agriculture. Specifically, they were evaluated both in laboratory settings on an embankment soil and field settings at various embankment/dam sites.

Drone-Mounted Remote Sensing Sensors

Thermal Camera

The FLIR Vue Pro R is a thermal camera for small Unmanned Aircraft Systems (sUAS). It can capture accurate, non-contact temperature measurements from an aerial perspective and save images with calibrated temperature data embedded in every pixel. Its output is temperature reading as well as thermal images of a subject. This camera is capable of taking one image per second with specifications as indicated in Table 2.

Table 2. FLIR Vue Pro R thermal camera specifications

| Size: 2.26 in. x 1.75 in. (including lens) | Operational Altitude: +40,000 ft. |
| Full Frame Rate: 30 Hz (NTSC); 25 Hz (PAL) | Operating Temperature Range: 20°C to +50°C (-4°F to 122°F) |
| Sensor Resolution: 336 × 256 | Measurement Accuracy: +/-5°C or 5% of reading (+/- 9°C) |
| Color palettes: Yes – Adjustable | Spectral Band: 7.5 - 13.5 μm |
| Stores as JPEG/MJPEG on Micro SD Card |  |
The FLIR Vue Pro R camera is used in this study due to the reality that there is no remote sensor available on the market that can directly measure soil moisture content, and also with the understanding for a thermal camera as follows. All objects emit infrared radiation as a function of their temperature. A thermal camera measures infrared radiation and converts it into an electronic image that shows the apparent surface temperature of the object being measured. Figure 10 depicts the process of measuring soil’s infrared radiation. The total radiation received by a thermal camera (\(I_t\)) includes the radiation directly emitted from the target object (soil) (\(I_{obj}\)), the radiation emitted from the any ambient sources that reflected off the target object (\(I_{refl}\)), and the radiation emitted from the atmosphere (\(I_{atm}\)) (14), i.e.,

\[
I_t = I_{obj} + I_{refl} + I_{atm}
\]

\[
= \tau \times \varepsilon \times \sigma \times T_{obj}^4 + \tau \times (1 - \varepsilon) \times \sigma \times T_{refl}^4 + (1 - \tau) \times \sigma \times T_{atm}^4 \quad [12]
\]

where, \(\tau\) is the transmittance of the atmosphere, \(\varepsilon\) is the emissivity of the target object, \(\sigma\) is the Stefan–Boltzmann constant (\(\sigma = 5.67 \times 10^{-8} \text{ W/m}^2\text{K}^4\)), \((1 - \varepsilon)\) is the reflectance of the target object, \((1 - \tau)\) is the emissivity of the atmosphere, \(T_{obj}\) is the temperature of the target object in Kelvin (K), \(T_{refl}\) is the equivalent temperature of the ambient sources in Kelvin (K), and \(T_{atm}\) is the temperature of the atmosphere in Kelvin (K). Assuming all ambient sources to be at the same temperature of \(T_{refl}\) is of course a simplification of the true situation. \(T_{refl}\), however, can, at least theoretically, represent an equivalent temperature of a complex surrounding. It is also a necessary simplification in order to apply infrared thermography in practice. The transmittance of the atmosphere is calculated as follows in the FLIR system (15):

\[
\tau = X \cdot e^{-(\alpha_1 + \beta_1 \cdot w)} + (1 - X) \cdot e^{-(\alpha_2 + \beta_2 \cdot w)} \quad [13]
\]

\[
w = RH \cdot e^{(1.55076 + 6.939 \times 10^{-2} T_{atm, C} - 2.7816 \times 10^{-4} T_{atm, C}^2 + 6.8455 \times 10^{-7} T_{atm, C}^3)} \quad [14]
\]

where, \(X\) is the scaling factor for the atmosphere damping (=1.9), \(d\) is the distance to the target object, \(w\) is the coefficient indicating the content of water vapor in the atmosphere, \(\alpha_1, \alpha_2\) is the attenuation for atmosphere without water vapor, \(\beta_1, \beta_2\) is the attenuation for water vapor, \(RH\) is the relative humidity, \(T_{atm, C}\) is the temperature of atmosphere in Celsius (°C).

For laboratory settings, i.e., short distance, the third components can be neglected and Equation (1) can be reduced as Equation (2):

\[
I_t = \varepsilon \times \sigma \times T_{obj}^4 + (1 - \varepsilon) \times \sigma \times T_{refl}^4 \quad [15]
\]

The reasons that the thermal camera was chosen for this study was based on the thermal characteristics of earth materials and infrared thermography for the following considerations:

- The emissivity of soil is a function of moisture content.
• Thermal inertia varies with soil moisture content. An increase in soil moisture generally increases the thermal inertia of that soil as air in the pore spaces of the soil are replaced by water. As such, soils with different moisture content heats up and cools down at different rates during the day and night, thus giving rise to different diurnal cycle of temperature fluctuations as shown in Figure 11.

• In the seepage area, the water from a reservoir flows through soils and reappears downstream of the dam. This subsurface seepage water is supposed to be cooler than the soil surface during hot weather and warmer than the soil surface during the cold weather.

It is ideal if a thermal camera can capture the variation of soil moisture content and demonstrate it in the images. This was studied both qualitatively and quantitatively first in the laboratory and then in the field using the FLIR Vue Pro R camera.

**Figure 10. Principle of a thermal camera detecting infrared radiation from soil**
RedEdge™ Multispectral Camera

The RedEdge™ multispectral camera has a lightweight of 150 g and small dimensions of 12.1 cm × 6.6 cm × 4.6 cm. At the maximum flight height of 120 m, the sensor offers an 8 cm ground sampling distance (spatial resolution). The capture rate of this camera is 1 capture per second with an option of 12-bit raw imaging format. Table 3 presents the camera's specifications.

A multispectral camera detects radiation reflected by the object within specific wavelength regions across the electromagnetic spectrum; therefore, it requires an external light source such as sunlight to illuminate the object surface, as indicated in Figure 12. In our case, it consists of recording the images of the object in the blue, green, red, red edge, and near infrared bands, as shown in Table 4. The appeal of multispectral remote sensing is that objects that are indistinguishable at one wavelength may be easy to tell apart at other wavelengths.

The pixel value (i.e., intensity value in a pixel) is known as the raw unprocessed image. The Digital Number (DN) is commonly used to describe pixel values. The RedEdge camera can save images in 12-bit or 16-bit format. For 12-bit images, the DN ranges from 0 to 4096. For 16-bit images, the DN ranges from 0 to 65536. The image in its original DN values is not physically meaningful.

The RedEdge provides a tool called radiometric calibration which converts the DN values into absolute spectral radiance values. The formula for conversion is:

$$L = V(x, y) \frac{a_1}{t_c + a_2 y - a_3 t_c y}$$

[16]
Where, \( p \) is the normalized raw pixel value (for 16-bit images, divide by 65536; for 12-bit images, divided by 4096); \( p_{BL} \) is the normalized black level value (can be found in metadata tags); \( a_1, a_2, a_3 \) are the radiometric calibration coefficients; \( V(x, y) \) is the vignette polynomial function for pixel location \( (x, y) \); \( t_e \) is the image exposure time; \( g \) is the sensor gain setting (can be found in metadata tags); \( x, y \) are the pixel column and row number, respectively; \( L \) is the spectral radiance in \( \text{W/m}^2\text{sr/nm} \).

The RedEdge provides a Calibrated Reflectance Panel (CRP) to convert radiance to reflectance, which is the fraction of incident radiation that is reflected from a surface. The transfer function of radiance to reflectance to the \( i^{th} \) band is:

\[
F_i = \frac{\rho_i}{\text{avg}(L_i)} \tag{17}
\]

Where \( F_i \) is the reflectance calibration factor for band \( i \); \( \rho_i \) is the average reflectance of the CRP for the \( i^{th} \) band; \( \text{avg}(L_i) \) is the average value of the radiance for the pixels inside the panel for band \( i \). This factor can be used for the \( i^{th} \) band to convert all radiance values to reflectance by simply multiplying the radiance values by the factor \( F_i \).

Reflectance maps can then be converted to index maps such as NDVI for different applications.

### Table 3. RedEdge TM multispectral camera specifications

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Specification</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Resolution</td>
<td>1280 × 960</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lens</td>
<td>5.5 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Horizontal Field of View (HFOV)</td>
<td>47.2°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vertical Field of View (VFOV)</td>
<td>36.2°</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 12. Principle of a multispectral camera detecting radiation reflected by soil

Table 4. Spectral bands of RedEdge TM multispectral camera

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Band Number</th>
<th>Band Name</th>
<th>Center Wavelength (nm)</th>
<th>Bandwidth FWHM (nm)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Blue</td>
<td>475</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Green</td>
<td>560</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Red</td>
<td>668</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Near IR</td>
<td>840</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Red Edge</td>
<td>717</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Laboratory Testing

Laboratory testing is divided into two phases. During phase I, a series of preliminary tests were first conducted to evaluate the effect of camera mounting height and camera heating effect on thermal readings and develop a testing procedure. During phase II, based on what we learned from phase I,
The embankment soil used in this study had a liquid limit of 33 and a plastic index of 12. The maximum dry density of the soil, as determined by Standard Proctor test, was 1,698 kg/m³ with an optimum moisture content of 17.3%. This embankment soil was classified as CL and A-5 according to the Unified Soil Classification System (USCS) and the AASHTO classification system, respectively. The amount of water for each soil sample tested in the lab was first calculated based on the target moisture contents from 0% to 40% at 5 percent increment. The soil samples were prepared by hand mixing the soil with water pre-determined to target various moisture contents. Then, the soil was spread in the pan with the size of 8 in.x10 in. Once all soil samples with nine different moisture contents were prepared, they were arranged in 3 rows and 3 columns and placed on a working bench. Images were then acquired. After that, the soil was removed from the pan and placed in plastic bags for overnight. Next day, the soil was removed from the plastic bags and spread in the pan again. Images were acquired again. Figure 13 shows the testing setup and soil samples used in the laboratory testing.

Figure 13. Laboratory testing setup

Field Testing at Pavement Research Facility Site

The field testing was conducted at the Pavement Research Facility (PRF) of Louisiana Transportation Research Center (LTRC), (Figure 14a), which is located on a six-acre site near LA 1 south, across the Mississippi River from Baton Rouge. During the field testing, the FLIR Vue Pro R, as shown in Figure 14b, was mounted on a DJI inspire 2 drone, which was
programmed to fly along the certain path at different altitudes. The testing was focused on a soil embankment about 150 ft. long and 20 ft. high, as shown in Figure 14-c and -d. A grid flight path is designed to be sure that each following image overlaps the previous by 75%, both in the forward direction (i.e., frontlap) as well as the side direction on the parallel track (i.e., sidelap). Figure 15 shows a typical flight path used to cover the soil embankment and its surrounding area in this study. A total of five flight sessions has been conducted. Flight sessions 1 and 2 were trial-and-error sessions. In flight session 3, the soil embankment slope were divided into three moisture zones. In flight sessions 4 and 5, the soil embankment slope was divided into five moisture zones and a geotagger attached to the FLIR Vue Pro R thermal camera was tested.

**Figure 14. Drone flight testing site at PRF**

![Drone flight testing site at PRF](image)
Field Testing at I-10 @ LA30 Embankment Site

The site includes four embankments, the eastbound west approach embankment, the eastbound east approach embankment, the westbound west approach embankment, and the westbound east approach embankment, constructed for the I-10 Interchange bridge at LA30. The site is located near Gonzales in Ascension Parish. There is a 100-ft long surface sliding failure area on the eastbound west approach embankment between eastbound and westbound I-10, which makes it a good site for this study. Figure 16 presents an aerial view of the embankment site. A close view of the sliding failure area is shown in Figure 17. Due to the site conditions, limitations of the drone, and drone regulations, the entire site is divided into 6 regions and covered with 6 flights for each remote sensing sensor, as shown in Figure 18. The flight path for each flight is also included in Figure 18.
Figure 16. Aerial view of I-10 @ LA30 embankment site

Figure 17. A close view of sliding failure area
Field Testing at Iatt Lake Dam Site

Iatt Lake Dam is located in Grant Parish. The dam consists of 1,750-ft. long aggregate roadway on native soil earthen embankment that runs along the southwestern shoreline of Iatt Lake. The crown width is 12 ft. The upstream slope descends from the crown at a 3H:1V rate, and the downstream slope descends from the crown at a 4H:1V rate. Figure 19 presents an aerial view of Iatt Lake Dam site. The flight paths are shown in Figure 20.
Field Testing at Vernon Lake Dam Site

Vernon Lake dam is located in Sections 1 and 2 of Township 2 North, Range 10 West in Vernon Parish, about 6 miles northwest of Leesville, Louisiana. The dam can be found on USGS Quadrangle Maps 106A and 106B. The Vernon Lake Dam consists of a 5,275-ft. long earthen embankment that runs along the southern portion of the reservoir. The crown width is 16 ft. The upstream slope descends from the crown at a 3H:1V rate, and the downstream slope descends from the crown at a 4H:1V rate. Figure 21 presents an aerial view of Vernon Lake Dam site. The flight paths are shown in Figure 22.
Figure 21. Aerial view of Vernon Lake Dam

Figure 22. Flight paths for Vernon Lake Dam
Discussion of Results

Laboratory Testing

Preliminary Tests

The effect of thermal camera mounting height was investigated using a metal pan with 0.5 in. of water and a polypropylene bucket filled with 8 in. of water. Table 5 presents the thermal readings at different heights. It can be seen that the thermal readings are almost constant for water in both containers regardless of height, with coefficient of variation less than 1.5%. However, there is a consistent difference between the thermal readings for water in the pan and in the bucket, although both are at equal temperatures. This may be due to different water depths.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Height (ft.)</th>
<th>Thermal Reading (°F) Pan</th>
<th>Thermal Reading (°F) Bucket</th>
<th>Difference (°F)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>82.3</td>
<td>85.5</td>
<td>3.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>83.4</td>
<td>85.2</td>
<td>1.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>82.4</td>
<td>85.4</td>
<td>3.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>81.5</td>
<td>85.2</td>
<td>3.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average</td>
<td>82.4</td>
<td>85.3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COV (%)</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The researchers conducted an experiment (no light) for the thermal camera warm up time, i.e., the time needed to achieve best temperature measurement accuracy after powering on the camera. An image of a target was taken every one minute from the time when the camera was turned on and ready for imaging. The derived result in Figure 23 showed that the camera reached relatively stable temperature readings after around 30 min. Therefore, the research team determined to acquire thermal imaging after the thermal camera had been turned on for at least thirty minutes. In the field, when multiple flights are conducted, the camera often has to be turned off for a battery change. The researchers conducted another experiment (no light) for the battery change effect and took an image of a target every one minute, including before and after the battery change. Figure 24 indicated that after the battery change, there is a sudden drop in temperature readings and it took about five minutes for the camera to return to its original
temperature readings. Figure 23 and Figure 24 also show that the camera can provide a precision of ±1°F under lab conditions.

Figure 23. Examination of camera warmup time

![Graph showing camera warmup time](image)

Figure 24. Examination of camera battery change effect

![Graph showing battery change effect](image)

A series of tests were conducted to try different test setups. Initially, we prepared a soil sample in dry condition in a pan. The moisture content of the soil sample was increased in 5% increments until it reached 40%. Thermal images were taken at each increment. Inconsistent data were
obtained due to various reasons, such as non-uniform moisture distribution, varied ambient sources, etc. After a series of trial and error, we finally developed a test setup (Figure 13) and a test procedure that were used in all lab tests. In this test setup, nine pans of soil sample with different moisture contents were arranged in a $3 \times 3$ array so all soil sample could fit in a single thermal image. The soil sample was prepared by mixing soil with pre-determined water in a pan to achieve the target moisture content. The soil was then spread out in the pan for a thermal image. After the thermal image was taken, the soil was placed in a plastic bag. In the next day, the soil was taken out of the bag and spread out in the pan for another thermal image. The temperature of water used to make soil samples affected the thermal readings of soil samples immediately after mixing and thus thermal readings of day 1 soil samples are not included here.

Main Tests

Equation (2) can be rearranged to give an expression for $T_{obj}$.

$$T_{obj} = \sqrt{\frac{\left(1 - (1-\varepsilon)\sigma T_{refl}^4\right)}{\varepsilon \sigma}}$$  \[18\]

This means that the measured temperature will only be accurate if the emissivity value and the equivalent background temperature are set to the correct value. However, the emissivity value of soil sample in this study is unknown. Figure 25 shows the measured apparent temperatures of soil samples at different moisture contents obtained from a series of tests, with an emissivity setting of 1. In this case, the total radiation received by a thermal camera ($I_t$) is calculated as:

$$I_t = \sigma \times T_{measured}^4$$  \[19\]

Combine Equations (2) and (3), then:

$$\sigma \times T_{measured}^4 = \varepsilon \times \sigma \times T_{obj}^4 + (1 - \varepsilon) \times \sigma \times T_{refl}^4$$  \[20\]

The equation can be rearranged to give an expression for $T_{measured}$.

$$T_{measured} = \sqrt[4]{\frac{\varepsilon T_{obj}^4 + (1-\varepsilon)T_{refl}^4}{\sigma}}$$  \[21\]

As seen from Equation (5), when the radiation emitted by soil samples is the same as radiation emitted by its surroundings (i.e., $T_{obj} = T_{ref}$), the measured temperature is always the same as the temperature of the surface of soil sample, independent of emissivity value. However, in most situations, the radiation emitted by soil samples differs from the radiation emitted by its
surroundings, such as a warm soil sample in a cold environment or a cold soil sample in a warm environment. In this case, when we interpret the measured temperature, we need to pay extra attention to reflected temperature. As emissivity decreases, what we are measuring is coming more from the surfaces of surrounding objects (including the camera and operator), not the soil sample we are inspecting. Figure 26 demonstrates how the reflected temperature affects the measured temperature. With a soil surface temperature higher than the background temperature, the measured temperature increases with an increase of emissivity values. Thus with a soil surface temperature lower than the background temperature, the measured temperature decreases as the emissivity values increase. As shown in the literature review, the emissivity of soil increases with the increase of moisture content. For silty clay the range of emissivity can vary from 0.9 to 0.98. By observing the Figure 26, it is apparent that the reflected temperature is higher than the soil surface temperature in this study. The decreasing trend of measured temperature is obvious when the moisture content is less than 15%. This may be because that the emissivity values of soil samples in this study only noticeably increases with moisture content up to 15%. After that, the relationship curve gets flatter. It also should be pointed out here that the soil surface roughness is more consistent for soil on the dry side than on the wet side as shown Figure 27. This may explain why no consistent results were observed when the moisture content is beyond 15%. Further study is needed to understand how soil surface roughness affects the emissivity value of a soil sample.

**Figure 25. Apparent temperature vs moisture content**

![Figure 25. Apparent temperature vs moisture content](image-url)
Figure 26. Measured temperature vs. emissivity

(a) $T_{\text{obj}} > T_{\text{refl}}$

(b) $T_{\text{obj}} < T_{\text{refl}}$
Figure 27. Picture and thermal image of soil samples
Additional Tests

To minimize the effects of uncontrolled reflected radiation sources, a new test setup was tried in this study. In this test setup, nine cans of soil sample with different moisture contents were arranged in a 3×3 array and placed inside a cardboard box with a hole cut in the box for the thermal camera to view through, as shown in Figure 28. Figure 29 shows that the measured apparent temperatures of soil samples with relative smooth and rough surfaces at different moisture content. A relative large decrease of measured apparent temperature is observed at low moisture contents and then a slight increase of measured apparent temperature is observed after a certain soil moisture content. The measured apparent temperature appears to be approaching a constant at high moisture contents. This may be because, when the soil moisture content is low, the thin water is mainly held in a film on the surface of soil particles, which decreases the soil's reflectivity. As the soil moisture content increases, the water starts filling the voids of soils and dominate the emissivity of the soil surface. It is also observed that the measured apparent temperatures are lower for rough surfaces, as compared to flat surfaces, indicating that rough surfaces increase the emissivity of the soil surface. The technicians confirmed that the soil surface roughness can be more consistent for soil on the dry side than on the wet side in the laboratory settings.

As shown in Figure 30, the results of additional tests also show that the measured apparent temperature is sensitive to the surface soil moisture content up to a certain depth. However, the current study did not delve too deeply into the determination of this depth.
Figure 28. Test setup with cardboard box

(a) Top View

(b) Inside View

(c) Flat surface

(d) Rough Surface
Figure 29. Apparent temperature vs moisture content with new test setup

![Graph showing apparent temperature vs moisture content with new test setup.]

Figure 30. Impact of the soil below the surface on measured apparent temperatures

![Graph showing impact of soil below surface on apparent temperatures.]
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Field Testing at Pavement Research Facility Site

Flight sessions 1 and 2 are trial and error sessions. Therefore, only field testing results on the soil embankment at the PRF of LTRC for flight sessions 3, 4, and 5 are discussed here. One side of the embankment with a three-to-one slope was used to test the thermal camera and RedEdge multispectral camera during the field testing. Figure 31 to Figure 33 shows the slope that was wetted with different gallons of water in each zone. The white buckets with ice water in them in the photo served as ground control points for determining the locations of the different soil zones on the slope in the image.

**Figure 31. Embankment soil with different moisture contents during flight session 3**
Figure 32. Embankment soil with different moisture contents during flight session 4

Figure 33. Embankment soil with different moisture contents during flight session 5
Thermal Camera

Figure 34 shows a typical thermal image, which was taken from ground. The image can tell the difference in soil moisture contents among different soil zones.

Figure 34. Thermal image of embankment soil slope taken from ground

Several drone flights were conducted the next day over the embankment at the PRF, and many thermal images were taken using the FLIR Vue Pro R camera. Figure 35 shows typical thermal images at different heights. It can be said from the image that the camera can detect the difference in moisture contents for the ground soil on the slope. The quality of the images for 300 ft. and 400 ft. is not as good as the ones from the height of 100 ft. and 200 ft. With limited soil moisture variations in the field, it is observed, as shown in Figure 36 to Figure 38, that the drier the soil, the higher the apparent temperature, which is different from what has been observed from the laboratory testing in this study. The variation is more significant when the soil is relative dry. It is also noted that the apparent soil surface temperatures are different for each flight session, especially for flight session 5. Considering the difference in the ambient environment among them, it can be concluded that the correlation between the soil moisture content and apparent temperature reading from the thermal camera is very complicated and only has a relative value for comparison.
It is also noted that the difference among different soil zones in thermal images taken during drone flights is not as clear as that in the thermal images taken from the ground. Height and angle may be some possible reasons with the different soil zones becoming less noticeable as the increase of the flight height. Also as mentioned earlier, the drone-based thermal images were taken a day after the soil was wetted, and different soil zones became almost indistinguishable because of the dried surface. This may indicate the importance of a time frame during which the images are taken. It also indicates that the sensing depth of thermal camera, i.e., the depth of the deepest soil that can be “seen” by a thermal camera, needs to be studied because the soil moisture content in subsurface varies with depth and can have an effect on thermal images.

**Figure 35. Thermal images of embankment soil slope at different heights**
Figure 36. Variation of apparent soil surface temperature with moisture for flight session 3

![Graph showing variation of apparent surface temperature with moisture for flight session 3. The graph shows temperature in Fahrenheit (°F) on the y-axis and soil moisture levels (Dry, Medium, Wet) on the x-axis. The graph includes lines for different altitudes (100 ft, 200 ft) and the ground. The atmosphere temperature is 86 °F.](image)

Figure 37. Variation of apparent soil surface temperature with moisture for flight session 4

![Graph showing variation of apparent surface temperature with moisture for flight session 4. The graph shows temperature in Fahrenheit (°F) on the y-axis and soil moisture levels (Dry, Medium, Wet) on the x-axis. The graph includes lines for different altitudes (100 ft, 200 ft) and the ground. The atmosphere temperature is 84.2 °F.](image)
During the processing of thermal images that we collected from the field, it took great pain and effort to locate the interested area out of hundreds of images, as shown in Figure 39. The research team tried printing out all images and manually put them together to create a overall image of the investigated area, as shown in Figure 40. However, due to color scheme differences of each image, this is not a easy task.
After a series of trial and error, it was realized that the best way to overcome this hurdle was to stitch all images together to create a thermal map. To do this, a way to inject the GPS data into the images had to be determined. A stand-alone geotagging module by sUAS, as shown in Figure 41, was able to be used together with FLIR Vue Pro for geotagging thermal images. It was tested during Flight session 4 but failed to capture any thermal images due to a battery issue. This geotagger has to be powered by its own battery. After solving the battery issue, it was tested again during Flight session 5 and successfully collected thermal images with GPS information embedded. Now, another issue arose: how to stitch the collected thermal images together. FLIR Tools does not have this function, so the team had to turn to ArcGIS Drone2Map and ArcGIS Pro to help stitch the thermal images. Both softwares are available for DOTD users. Maps were successfully created by using both softwares, as shown in Figure 42, but new issues emerged. When the team exported the maps and loaded them back into FLIR Tools, it was discovered that all the radiometric information in the original thermal images was lost. After reaching out to Drone2Map and ArcGIS Pro development team, the team was informed that they noted the problem and would work on implementing a solution to retain the radiometric information on the thermal data during processing.
Figure 41. Geotagger by sUAS

Figure 42. Thermal map for PRF site

RedEdge Camera

Figure 43 shows a typical RedEdge camera orthomosaic map created by Drone2Map. Figure 44 displays the raw unprocessed image of each band. It is evident that vegetation absorbs more red and blue light and reflects more green, rededge, and near infrared (NIR). The image can distinguish variations in soil moisture contents among different soil zones due to slight color difference. With limited soil moisture variations in the field, it is observed, as depicted in Figure
45 to Figure 47, that the drier the soil, the higher the pixel values for all five bands. This indicates that water decreases the soil's reflectivity in this study, i.e., dry soil in this study becomes darker in color when water is added to it. The color of the dry soil depends on what little particles comprise it—specifically what minerals it contains. When water replaces the naturally occurring oxygen in the soil it darkens.

The combination of reflectivity measurement with different spectral bands, such as NDVI and GNDVI, are also explored here to see if any correlation exists between these indices and soil moisture.

The variation of NDVI with soil moisture is presented in Figure 48, while variation of GNDVI with soil moisture is shown in Figure 49. As observed in the Figures, there is no consistent trend between NDVI/GNDVI and soil moisture. It would be interesting to explore more electromagnetic spectral bands in future to determine which band or combination of bands is more sensitive to the combined effects soil and moisture. Hyperspectral imagery could be a viable option for further investigation.

**Figure 43. Orthomosaic map for PRF site**
Figure 44. Raw image of individual band

(a) Red Band

(b) Green Band
(c) Blue Band

(d) NIR Band
Figure 45. Spectral profile for flight session 3

(a) Flight 1 at 200 ft.
(b) Flight 2 at 100 ft.

(c) Flight 3 at 100 ft.
Figure 46. Spectral profile for flight session 4

(a) Flight 1 at 100 ft.

(b) Flight 2 at 100 ft.
Figure 47. Spectral profile for flight session 5

(a) Flight 1 at 200 ft.

(b) Flight 2 at 200 ft.
Figure 48. NDVI profile

(a) Flight Session 3

(b) Flight Session 4

(c) Flight Session 5
Figure 49. GNDVI profile

(a) Flight Session 3

(b) Flight Session 4

(c) Flight Session 5
Both multispectral RedEdge camera and thermal camera were brought to the field for capturing image data on March 3, 2021. It was a sunny day with the temperature of 55°F (13°C). The day chosen for data collection was a day or two after rain, so the surface water would be trapped in cracks, soaking the adjacent soil and potentially creating a wetter area near the cracks. The flight height was 200 ft. Figure 50 shows a typical RedEdge camera orthomosaic map created by Drone2Map. Figure 51 shows the raw unprocessed image of each band. The failure area does not stand out in these images because of vegetation. Figure 52 shows a thermal image near the failure area. Apparent temperature profiles cross the slope at the failure area are shown in Figure 53. Temperature dips were observed at both the failure area and ditch area. Figure 54 presents a close view of orthomosaic map near the failure area. NDVI profiles were plotted in Figure 55, and nothing special was observed at the failure area. A suspicious area, presented in Figure 56, was also observed when we went through all thermal images. The apparent temperature profile cross the slope at this location shows an apparent temperature dip (Figure 57). A close view of the orthomosaic map near the suspicious area is shown in Figure 58. A high NDVI value in the NDVI profile at this location (Figure 59) indicated that this area was greener. Field visit confirmed that this area has tall and green grass.

This observation prompted the researchers to explore new ways to interpret data. The temperature vegetation dryness index (TVDI) is an index developed to empirically interpret the water stress associated with land surface temperature and vegetation within the NDVI/LST space. By plotting all data in the NDVI/LST space, as shown in Figure 60, it is clearly demonstrated that the failure area and ditch area are close to the wet edge, which means high moisture content. The suspicious tall grass area falls into the middle between the dry edge and wet edge. It seems that TVDI is capable of identifying the dry and wet areas, even with vegetation. It should be pointed out here that the NDVI value and apparent surface temperature plotted in pairs were hand-picked by eyes and may not be from exact same location. This process can be much better handled by creating thermal and NDVI maps and then automatically pairing each point from both maps based on GPS coordinates. However, this would require the coordination of efforts by researchers as well as software developers. Currently, we do not have this capability.

In 2022, ESRI released a newer version of Drone2Map (Drone2Map 2022.1), which added thermal processing capabilities with radiometric JPEG support. Considering the fact that it is difficult to differentiate different soil moisture zones from current thermal images created using FLIR Tools as shown in Figure 36 and Figure 52, the researchers explored the newer version of
Drone2Map to better present the data. Figure 61 presents the thermal map of Gonzales embankment created using this newer version of Drone2Map with different display control strategies. Figure 61a uses the “stretch” symbology, which stretches the thermal readings along a color ramp. This often used to eliminate extreme high and low values that represent noise in imagery. Figure 61b-e uses the “discrete” symbology, which groups the thermal readings based on a selected number of colors. Figure 61f-i uses the “classify” symbology, which assign a color for each group of thermal readings. The break points between each group can be edited. It is observed that the display control strategy using “classify” symbology gives the best results. The failure area, ditch area, and suspicious area stand out more clearly in the images using “classify” symbology with the number of classes being five or less.

**Figure 50. Orthomosaic map for I-10 @ LA30 embankment**

![Orthomosaic map for I-10 @ LA30 embankment](image)
Figure 51. Raw image of individual band for I-10 @ LA30 embankment
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(e) RedEdge Band
Figure 52. Thermal image near the failure area for I-10 @ LA30 embankment

Figure 53. Apparent temperature profile across I-10 @ LA30 embankment near the failure area
Figure 54. Orthomosaic map near the failure area for I-10 @ LA30 embankment

Figure 55. NDVI profile across I-10 @ LA30 embankment near the failure area
Figure 56. Thermal image near the suspicious area for I-10 @ LA30 embankment

Figure 57. Apparent temperature profile across I-10 @ LA30 embankment near the suspicious area

Figure 58. Orthomosaic map near the suspicious area for I-10 @ LA30 embankment
Figure 59. NDVI profile across I-10 @ LA30 embankment near the suspicious area

Figure 60. Scatterplots of Surface temperature and NDVI
Figure 61. Thermal map of I-10 @ LA30 embankment
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(c) Discrete with 32 colors
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(e) Discrete with 5 colors
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(g) Classify with 16 classes

(h) Classify with 5 classes
(i) Classify with 2 classes
Field Testing at Iatt Lake Dam Site

Both multispectral RedEdge camera and thermal camera were brought to Iatt Lake Dam site for capturing image data on January 6, 2022. It was a cloudy and windy day with the temperature of 63°F (16°C). The flight height was 200 ft. A typical orthomosaic map of Iatt Lake dam captured by RedEdge camera was presented in Figure 62. Figure 63 shows the raw unprocessed image of each band. Nothing stands out in these images. Figure 64 presents the thermal map created using Drone2Map 2022.1 using “classify” symbology with the number of classes being six or less. (in black/dark blue color). Since open water of the Iatt Lake was captured in the images and was much cooler than the land surface, a separate class was created for the water body only. A couple of low thermal reading areas stand out in the images. Ground visual inspection on these areas did not notice any abnormal soil moisture. It must be pointed out here that vegetation hindered researchers' ability to see everything with their eyes. It is interesting to note that a sliding failure occurred/was discovered by researchers in one of those lower thermal reading areas, as shown in red circle in both thermal maps. Figure 65 presents a close view of the sliding failure area. This indicates that the thermal camera may be able to detect moisture difference that is hard to see by visual inspection. This would give the thermal camera a great potential in supplementing traditional visual highway embankment and dam inspections.
Figure 62. Orthomosaic map for Iatt Lake Dam
Figure 63. Raw image of individual band for Iatt Lake Dam

(a) Red Band
(b) Green Band
(d) NIR Band
(e) RedEdge Band
Figure 64. Thermal map for Iatt Lake Dam

(a) Classify with six classes
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Figure 65. Sliding area for Iatt Lake Dam

(a) Front View

(b) Side View
Field Testing at Vernon Lake Dam Site

As shown earlier, using only the multispectral RedEdge camera to distinguish different moisture zones was not successful in this study and we do not have the capability of creating TVDI map. Additionally, the available batteries only allow the drone to fly less than an hour. Considering all these factors, only a thermal camera was brought to the Vernon Lake dam for capturing imaging data on April 21, 2022. It was a cloudy day with the temperature of 88°F (31°C). The flight height was 200 ft. Figure 66 shows the thermal map created with Drone2Map 2022.1 version using “classify” symbology with the number of classes being six or less. (in black/dark blue color). Since open water of the Vernon Lake was captured in images and was much cooler than the land surface, a separate class was created for the water body only. A couple of low thermal reading areas stand out in the images. Ground visual inspection identified a seepage area located in low thermal reading areas as shown in Figure 66d and e. An area that had a seepage issue before, according to dam safety engineer, also showed low thermal readings but to a lesser extent. The grass in this area was very tall and the detailed ground inspection was not conducted at that time due to safety concern (snakes). The results here showed that the drone-mounted thermal camera can provide initial information of difficult access areas and identify potential problematic areas in highway embankment and dam inspections. Therefore, it can be used as a labor, time, and cost-saving tool to supplement the information available to inspectors and dam owners.
Figure 66. Thermal map for Vernon Lake Dam

(a) Classify with 6 classes
(b) Classify with 3 classes
Conclusions

Based on the testing results of laboratory and field studies on soil moisture content detection using thermal camera and multispectral camera, the following conclusions can be drawn:

- The study demonstrated promising results in using drone-mounted thermal camera to qualitatively distinguish different moisture zones. This capability is sufficient for identifying potential problematic areas in highway embankment and dam inspections. However, further research will be needed to use infrared thermography technology for quantitative determination of soil moisture content. The drone-based infrared thermography technology cannot replace the expertise of an experienced inspector in its current state, but it can serve as an effective tool for rapidly mapping highway embankments and dam slopes surface moisture conditions with full coverage of inspected sites.

- A multispectral camera alone was not effective to distinguish different moisture zones with the soil moisture estimation methods explored in this study.

- The index combining land surface temperature and vegetation within the NDVI/LST space showed promising results. However, due to limited resources available to the researchers in this study, this approach was not fully explored.

- This research primarily focused on the spatial variation of moisture-dependent land surface temperature to assess the condition of a highway embankments and dams. The study did not explore the variation of soil moisture content over time in an embankment or dam, which has more practical implications, and should be investigated in future studies.

- Image processing and analytical tools are necessary for constructing maps and processing the data (i.e., image data extraction, categorization, and interpretation) with the characteristics of real-time analytics and reporting, high accuracy, and user friendly.

- Only a limited number of electromagnetic spectral bands were investigated in this research. Soil moisture content may be more sensitive to other spectral bands which were not investigated in this study, e.g., SWIR.
Recommendations

- DOTD engineers explore and adopt market-available drone-based infrared thermography technology in routine highway embankment and dam inspections to supplement traditional ground inspections.

- Future research can explore more electromagnetic spectral bands to find the band or combination of bands that is most sensitive to the combined effects of soil and moisture. Hyperspectral imagery could be a suitable option for this.

- Various techniques of combining land surface temperature and vegetation mapping within vegetation index/temperature (VIT) space should be explored considering that vegetation is very common in soil embankments and dams.

- Future research on spatiotemporal variation of moisture-dependent land surface temperature is recommended to better monitor the risk of stability failure of the embankments/dams.

- Additional research is recommended to explore the use of infrared thermography for quantitative determination of the soil moisture content.

- Future researchers are advised to work together with software developers to develop an image processing and analytical tool specifically designed for highway embankment and dam inspections.
## Acronyms, Abbreviations, and Symbols

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Term</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AASHTO</td>
<td>American Association of State Highway and Transportation Officials</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ATI</td>
<td>apparent thermal inertia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cm</td>
<td>centimeter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CRP</td>
<td>calibrated reflectance panel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CWSI</td>
<td>crop water stress index</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DN</td>
<td>Digital Number</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DOTD</td>
<td>Louisiana Department of Transportation and Development</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EWT</td>
<td>equivalent water thickness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FHWA</td>
<td>Federal Highway Administration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ft.</td>
<td>foot (feet)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FWHM</td>
<td>full width at half maximum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GHz</td>
<td>Gigahertz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GNDVI</td>
<td>Green Normalized Difference Vegetation Index</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GOM</td>
<td>geometrical optical model</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HFOV</td>
<td>horizontal field of view</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hz</td>
<td>Hertz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IEM</td>
<td>integral equation model</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>in.</td>
<td>inch(es)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lb.</td>
<td>pound(s)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LST</td>
<td>land surface temperature</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LTRC</td>
<td>Louisiana Transportation Research Center</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LWIR</td>
<td>long-wave infrared</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mm</td>
<td>millimeter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MHz</td>
<td>Megahertz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MIMICS</td>
<td>Michigan Microwave Canopy Scattering model</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MWIR</td>
<td>mid-wave infrared</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NDVI</td>
<td>Normalized Difference Vegetation Index</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NDWI</td>
<td>Normalized Difference Water Index</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Term</td>
<td>Description</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------</td>
<td>---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NINSOL</td>
<td>Normalized Index of $\text{N}_{\text{SWIR}}$ domain for Soil Moisture estimation from Linear correlation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NINSON</td>
<td>Normalized Index of $\text{N}_{\text{SWIR}}$ domain for Soil moisture content estimation from Nonlinear correlation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NIR</td>
<td>near infrared</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nm</td>
<td>nanometer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NSMI</td>
<td>Normalized Soil Moisture Index</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>POM</td>
<td>physical optic model</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PRF</td>
<td>Pavement Research Facility</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RH</td>
<td>relative humidity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SPM</td>
<td>small perturbation model</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sUAS</td>
<td>small Unmanned Aircraft System</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SWIR</td>
<td>shortwave infrared</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THz</td>
<td>Terahertz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TVDI</td>
<td>temperature vegetation dryness index</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UHF</td>
<td>Ultra high frequency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USCS</td>
<td>Unified Soil Classification System</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VCI</td>
<td>Vegetation Condition Index</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VFOV</td>
<td>Vertical field of view</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VIT</td>
<td>vegetation index/temperature</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WDI</td>
<td>water deficit index</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WISOIL</td>
<td>Water Index SOIL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\mu$m</td>
<td>micrometer</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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